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Smart Delivery Service is a prominent and well known delivery service which caters to wide range of
business services in Dallas, Texas. Based on Dallas, the service is spread all over Fort Worth; the
service also covers other parts of the state as well. We modify your Acceleratedand Route Delivery
Solutions to meet the unique encounters of your business.This courier service gives high level of
personal service with professionalism and dependabilityunmatched in the industry.Smart  Delivery
Service  excels in direct, same day or 2-4 hrs.

Scheduled delivery and is committed to its customers by providing sensitive delivery servicesto the
customers. The main goal of this delivery service is to provide time sensitive same day shipping and
courier needs. We offer our customers personalized professional courier serviceand always try to
provide all the services efficiently on time and thus continue to work by forming long time
partnership with clients.We assure to show the highest notch of honesty towards our customers and
help them in finding solutions for their transportation needs. Smart courier service ensures
delivering the cargos at a much shorter time and with exceptional safety. Smart Delivery team of
drivers and agents get your on demand courier shipments, legal, route service, medical courier.
Different types of courier are available like  scheduled courier, same day  delivery,  messenger and
trucking service courier, document,. On demand service consists of direct picked up by neighboring
available couriers and are delivers to the destinations directly. On demand service consists of 2
hour cost saving method and 4 hour most economical solution. Same day service is provided and
delivery is done by the business hours. Schedules service consist of US mail pick up/drop off, bank
deposits, airport counter to counter, package picked up and delivered at the said junction. Route
service consists of dedicated drivers, inter office mail transfer and outstate transfer. Smart Delivery
Service is not an ordinary  delivery  service  as the company is equipped with fleet of mini vans,
cars, cargo vans, pick-up trucks and these can deliver anything within the range of 1oz. to 10,000
lbs. which consist of medical documents, legal documents, electrical equipmentâ€™s, medical delivery
of specimens etc. The long years of service in the courier industry imparted such good knowledge
which enables the employees of this courier service to respond any sort of questions regarding
courier service request.

Medical Courier Service is provided all around in Dallas, Fort Worth and other places of the nation.
Order can be placed in internet and signature capture facility provides decrease in costs, improves
productivity, minimizes errors, shortens length of stay and improves overall delivery service.Our
efficient chauffeur team handles STAT, emergency and routine delivery service for temperature-
controlled samples, blood products, life-saving organs and medical equipment. All automobiles are
armed with spill kits and DOT separated coolers for specimen transportation. In order to place any
query, regarding medical delivery /courier services you can reach Smart Delivery Service at 817-
540-0000.Smart Delivery team is ready to help you with prompt direct (45 minutes) picked up
service along with delivery service.
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Marktett12 - About Author:
Smart  a Delivery Service  is a prompt  a Courier Service  organization and they are prompt in
delivering any parcels to the required destination. They offer  a Medical Delivery  as well.
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